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Abstract: A result analysis of Weighted Guided Image Filtering, present days various image filtering method in
computer vision and image dispensation that are helpful for some variety of noise, but they invariably put together
certain supposition concerning the properties of the signal and/or noise to lack the generalization for different image
noise reduction. This study explains an absolutely unique generalized guided image filtering methodology by means of
the reference image create by signal sub-space projection (SSP) method. It adopts advanced parallel investigation with
Monte Carlo simulations to pick out the dimensionality of signal subspace contained by the patch-based noisy images.
The noiseless image is rebuilt as of the noisy image estimated onto the many Eigen images by element analysis.
Training/test image is utilized to work out the relationship between the best possible parameter value and noise
divergence that maximizes the output peak signal/noise ratio (PSNR). The best possible consideration of the estimated
algorithmic rule are often by design chosen by means of noise deviation estimation based on the smallest singular value
of the patch-based image by singular value decomposition (SVD). Lastly, we have a tendency to present a quantitative
and qualitative assessment of the projected algorithmic rule with the traditional guided filter and different state-of-theart methods with respect to the choice of the image patch and neighbourhood window sizes.
Keywords: Edge-preserving smoothing, weighted guided image filter, edge-aware weighting, detail enhancement, haze
removal, exposure fusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many applications in computer vision and computer graphics engages image filtering to restrain and/or remove content
in pictures. Many outside computer vision purpose like video surveillance object recognition, visual perception,
tracking, intelligent vehicles and remote sensing arrangement etc., suppose that the input images have clear visibility.
Unfortunately, this can be not forever true in many situations, particularly, haze and fog weather occurring more and
more frequently. Outside pictures or videos are typically degraded by light scattering and absorbing from the aerosols,
like dust, mist, and fumes within the atmosphere, here regarded as haze. The captured scenes suﬀer from poor visibility,
contrast, brightness, luminousness and hazy color.
With the aid of atmospherically optics theories, one can justify the eﬀects that haze has on the visibility of a scene and
eventually of a picture taken of that scene. Moreover, with the development of computer graphics technology, it's
possible to enhance the visibility in terms of range, color verisimilitude and feature separation in digital images. In this
the term “dehazing” stand for that to provide a picture of a scene that doesn't contain hazes eﬀects though the source of
that image originally comprised haze. A multiple ways that to accumulate digital pictures from the important world:
digital cameras, scanners, CT, and resonance imaging to name a few. In each case what humans see are pictures.
However, once transforming this to our digital devices what we tend to record are numerical values for every of the
points of the image [19]. The widespread accessibility of relatively low-priced personal computers has heralded a
revolution in digital image process activities among scientists and also the consumer population generally.
In digital image, a pixel may be a physical purpose during a formation image, or the smallest addressable component in
an all points available display device; therefore it's the smallest controllable component of an image depicted on the
screen. The address of a picture element corresponds to its physical coordinates. LCD pixels are manufactured during a
two-dimensional grid, and are usually depicted using dots or squares; however CRT pixels correspond to their timing
mechanisms and sweep rates. Every pixel may be a sample of an original image; a lot of samples usually provide a lot
of correct representations of the initial. A grayscale or grayscale digital image is a picture during which the value of
every pixel may be a single sample, that is, it carries only intensity info. Pictures of this kind, additionally called blackand-white, are composed completely of shades of gray, varied from black at the weakest intensity to white at the
strongest.
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II. THEORY
A. Edge Detection
Edge detection is that the name for a collection of mathematical methods that aim at identifying points during a digital
image at that the image brightness changes sharply or, additional formally, has discontinuities. The points at that image
brightness changes sharply are usually organized into a set of curved line segments termed edges. a similar drawback of
ﬁnding discontinuities in 1D signal is known as step detection and also the drawback of ﬁnding signal discontinuities
over time is understood as modification detection. Edge detection may be a basic tool in image processing, machine
vision and pc vision, significantly within the areas of feature detection and have extraction.
The purpose of detection sharp changes in image brightness is to capture vital events and changes in properties of the
world. In the ideal case, the results of applying an edge detector to a picture could result in a set of connected curves
that indicate the boundaries of objects, the boundaries of surface markings also as curves that correspond to
discontinuities in surface orientation. Thus, applying an edge detection algorithmic rule to a picture could signiﬁcantly
reduce the number of {information} to be processed and will so ﬁlter out information that will be considered less
relevant, whereas conserving the necessary structural properties of a picture? If the edge detection step is successful,
the following task of decoding the data contents within the original image could so be well simpliﬁed. However, it's not
always possible to get such ideal edges from reality pictures ofmoderatecomplexity.Edgesextractedfromnontrivialimagesareoftenhamperedby fragmentation that means that the edge curves are not connected, missing edge
segments also as false edges not similar to interesting phenomena within the image therefore complicating the
following task of decoding the image information. Edge detection is one in all the basic steps in image processing,
image analysis, image pattern recognition, and pc vision techniques.
The edges extracted from a two-dimensional image of a three-dimensional scene will be classier as either viewpoint
dependent or viewpoint independent. A viewpoint independent edge usually reﬂects inherent properties of the threedimensional objects, like surface markings and surface form. A viewpoint dependent edge could modification because
the viewpoint changes, and usually reﬂects the geometry of the scene, like objects occluding each other.
A typical edge may for example be the border between a block of red color and a block of yellow. In distinction a line
(as will be extracted by a ridge detector) will be a small range of pixels of a diﬀerent color on an otherwise unchanging
background. For a line, there might so usually be one edge on both sides of the line.
B. Canny Edge Detection
Title John canny thought of the mathematical drawback of derivation an optimal smoothing ﬁlter given the standards of
detection, localization and minimizing multiple responses to one edge.[11] He showed that the optimal ﬁlter given
these assumptions may be a total of 4 exponential terms. He additionally showed that this ﬁlter may be well
approximated by ﬁrst-order derivatives of Gaussians. Canny additionally introduced the notion of non-maximum
suppression, which suggests that given the presmoothing ﬁlters, edge points are deﬁned as points wherever the gradient
magnitude assumes a local most within the gradient direction. Searching for the zero crossing of the 2nd derivative on
the gradient direction was ﬁrst planned by Haralick.[12]
Unless the preconditions are significantly appropriate, it's hard to ﬁnd an edge detector that performs signiﬁcantly
higher than the canny edge detector. The canny-Deriche detector was derived from similar mathematical criteria
because the Canny edge detector, though starting from a discrete viewpoint and so leading to a collection of algorithmic
ﬁlters for image smoothing rather than exponential ﬁlters or Gaussian ﬁlters.
III. METHOD
Edge-Preserving Decomposition-based method is introduced to estimate transmission map for a haze image so as to
design a single image haze removal algorithm from the Koschmiedars law without using any prior. In particular,
weighted guided image filter is adopted to decompose simplified dark channel of the haze image into a base layer and a
detail layer [18]. The transmission map is estimated from the base layer, and it is applied to restore the haze-free image.
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Algorithm to find the haze free image is as follows:

Fig.1 data flow diagram
IV. RESULT
In the analysis of edge preserving of image we can see that image with the haze is analyzed and gives the following
results.

Fig. 2 Input images with Haze
In the above figure we can see the input image taken which contains haze and we analysis the different technique to:
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Fig. 3 Result image in dark form after haze removal

Fig. 4 Radiant image after haze removal

Fig. 5 transient image after haze removal

Fig. 6 another input image
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Fig.7 Result image in dark form after haze removal

Fig.8 Radiant image after haze removal

Fig. 9 Transient image after haze removal
V. CONCLUSION
Even A weighted guided image filter (WGIF) is proposed in this paper by incorporating an edge-aware weighting into
the guided image filter (GIF). The WGIF conserve prickly edges as well as existing global filters, and the complexity of
the WGIF is O (N) for an picture with N pixels which is almost the same as the GIF. Due to the simplicity of the
WGIF, it has numerous applications in the field of computational photography and image processing. Particularly, it is
applied to learn particular image specification enhancement, single picture haze removal, and fusion of differently
exposed images. Experimental consequences show that the resultant algorithms can generate images with excellent
visual quality as those of global filters, and at the equivalent time the operation times of the projected algorithms are
comparable to the GIF base algorithms
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